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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This manuscript is a comprehensive review on the liver transplantation. It is well written and authors
have done a good job in summarizing vast information; good balance of the four sections. They also
give interesting comments at the end of almost every section.
A good introduction of
immunosuppression in LT, authors have included enough background for readers. Up to date
references were discussed in the following sections. Drugs used to maintain immunosuppression in
LT; In specific subpopulations; Maintianice of IS. Minor comments: Typos: paragraph beginning
with In the trial by Klintmalm et al, should be “receiving”, and in the same “trial”.
Specific
comments: 1. Paragraph beginning “The other clinical utility of mTORIs…”,
The following
statement is not exactly correct, “Everolimus is the only mTORI that is approved for cancer treatment
in advanced HCC”. The referred study is only a review stating phase II clinical trial suggesting it
has activity in HCC, not an approved drug in HCC. In fact, a recent study
[http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=1884577] concluded that everolimus did not
improve OS in patients with advanced HCC whose disease progressed on or after sorafenib or who
were sorafenib intolerant.” 2. Table1, include references for the agents would be very useful to the
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reader. 3. Authors should discuss pediatric LT as one of the subpopulations. Very little was discussed
on this. 4. In certain part of the review, only listing sparse sentences of evidence, author should better
organized and synthetized the contents and make meaningful discussion for these sections. 5. In the
final summary section, author gave an interesting concept of individualized immunosuppression for
patients receiving liver transplantation, however, they should elaborate more on this suggestion, by
providing insights or speculations what strategies one can use to customize the regime. Overall,
though, I found this to be a comprehensive review.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is an interesting and very comprehensive review on immunosuppressants for liver
transplantation. The authors cover the topic in four main sections: induction immunosuppression,
maintenance immunosuppression, immunosuppression in specific liver transplantation populations,
and monitoring of the immune status. The review is well written and the messages are clear. The
Table is informative and the figure forms a nice illustration. This manuscript will attract interest from
readers in liver transplant clinics. There are a few suggestions to further improve the manuscript.
These are given in 31 comments, in the atached pdf file of the manuscript.
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